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This paper presents new algorithmic approaches and optimization techniques for LU fac-
torization and matrix inversion of millions of very small matrices using GPUs. These problems
appear in many scientific applications including astrophysics and generation of block-Jacobi
preconditioners. We show that, for very small problem sizes, design and optimization of GPU
kernels require a mindset different from the one usually used when designing LAPACK al-
gorithms for GPUs. Techniques for optimal memory traffic, register blocking, and tunable
concurrency are incorporated in our proposed design. We also take advantage of the small ma-
trix sizes to eliminate the intermediate row interchanges in both the factorization and inversion
kernels. The proposed GPU kernels achieve performance speedups vs. CUBLAS of up to 6×
for the factorization, and 14× for the inversion, using double precision arithmetic on a Pascal
P100 GPU.

1 Introduction

There is a continuously increasing interest in providing high performance solutions of many
small independent problems. This is a relatively new kind of computational workload in the
realm of dense linear algebra. Instead of solving one big dense matrix, which is served well
by software packages such as LAPACK, ScaLAPACK, PLASMA, MAGMA, and others, such workloads,
which we call batched workloads, focus on very small dense matrices that are independent
from each other. Such pattern of workloads appear in many large-scale scientific computing
applications, e.g., quantum chemistry [8], sparse direct solvers [21], astrophysics [15], and signal
processing [5].

Our focus in this paper is on the LU factorization and matrix inversion of millions of very
small dense matrices. In addition to the applications already mentioned, the factorization
is of particular importance to sparse direct solvers, such as the multifrontal LU solver that
can be found in SuiteSparse [1]. Batched matrix inversion is also important in sparse matrix
computation, such as the generation of block-Jacobi preconditioners.

The design of GPU kernels that perform this kind of tasks is not trivial. In fact, using
existing numerical software for small matrix computation rarely results in good performance.
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The reason is that such software is optimized to handle large sizes of data with embarrassingly
parallel computational kernels such as matrix multiplication (GEMM). In dense linear algebra,
the idea of blocking enables the use of compute-intensive trailing matrix updates that are well-
suited for GPUs [19]. However, when the sizes are very small, the LAPACK-style blocking cannot
be applied, since the blocking sizes will be very small, leading to memory-bound trailing matrix
updates. We need a different design mindset in order to develop high performance GPU kernels
to handle such type of workloads.

This paper presents highly optimized GPU kernels for batched LU factorization and matrix
inversion. The kernels can handle millions of matrices of sizes up to 32. We show a step-by-
step methodology, where incremental improvements in the kernel design lead to incremental
performance gains. We justify all of our design choices by showing the performance before
and after every incremental improvement. One of the main advantages of our design is the
elimination of the expensive intermediate row interchanges by delaying them to the end of the
kernel, which leads to a much faster kernel that produces the exact same result of a LAPACK-style
LU-factorization and inversion. The performance results show significant speedups against the
vendor-supplied CUBLAS kernels using a Pascal P100 GPU.

2 Related Work

GPUs are well suited for embarrassingly parallel tasks on large chunks of data, such as matrix
multiplication(GEMM) [13][18]. The nearly optimal performance of GEMM on GPUs allowed the
development of high performance LAPACK algorithms [19][11]. Following a growing interest in
performing matrix computations on large batches of small matrices, an obvious start was to
develop a batched GEMM routine for GPUs. This has already been addressed in literature [7][4],
leading to developments of higher-level batched LAPACK algorithms. For example, Kurzak et
al. [12] introduced batched Cholesky factorization for single precision up to sizes 100 × 100,
while Dong et al. provided a more generic design [9]. Some contributions also proved the
ability of GPUs to deal with variable size batched workloads [4][3].

Wang et al. [20] introduced FPGA-based parallel LU factorization of large sparse matrices,
where the algorithm is reduced to factorizing many small matrices concurrently. Villa et al. [16]
developed a GPU-based batched LU factorization, which has been used in subsurface transport
simulation, where many chemical and microbiological reactions in a flow path are simulated in
parallel [17]. Batched matrix inversion is also introduced in the context of generating block-
Jacobi preconditioners [6]. The work presented by Haidar et al. [10] provides a batched LU

factorization that can deal with any matrix size. It uses a blocking technique, similar to
LAPACK, that achieves high performance based on an optimized batched GEMM kernel. However,
such a blocking technique does not result in high performance for tiny sizes. For example,
while the design proposed in [10] outperforms CUBLAS for the midrange of sizes, it trails
CUBLAS in performance for the sizes we focus on (up to 32). The work presented by Masliah et
al. [14], which proposed optimized batched GEMM, shows that a different approach is required for
optimizing kernels for such small range of sizes. In this paper, we present an approach different
from LAPACK-style blocking that achieves high performance for batched LU and inversion.

3 Background

The LU factorization computes the L and U factors of a general matrix A, such that A = P×L×U,
where P is a permutation matrix that reflects the row interchanges associated with pivoting.
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The matrix L is unit lower triangular, while U is upper triangular. The permutation matrix P is
stored in a condensed format using a pivot vector (IPIV), such that for i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}, row
i has been exchanged with row IPIV(i).

Following an unblocked factorization, there are four main steps to perform the factorization.
Assuming double precision arithmetic, these steps are, (1) locating the maximum absolute value
in the current column (IDAMAX), (2) row swapping (DLASWP), (3) scaling the current column
(DSCAL), and (4) rank-1 update (DGER). Algorithm 1 shows the factorization using the four
steps. We point out that there is no need to use LAPACK-style blocking techniques. A very small
matrix can be kept in registers or shared memory during the entire factorization. This means
that it is makes no difference if blocking is used or not, since the data are accessed anyway from
a fast memory level.

Algorithm 1: Unblocked LU factorization

for i=1 to N do
IPIV[i] = max id = IDAMAX( ABS( A[i:N,i] ) )

if ABS(A[max id,i]) = ZERO then
U is singular, report error.

end
DLASWP: Exchange rows A[i, 1:N] and A[max id, 1:N]

DSCAL: A[i+1:N,i] = A[i+1:N,i] * (1 / A[i,i])

DGER: A[i+1:N,i+1:N] = A[i+1:N,i+1:N] - A[i+1:N,i]×A[i,i+1:N]
end

In order to compute the matrix inverse, we solve for B, such that A×B = I, where I is the
identity matrix. After performing the LU factorization, we have L×U×B = P−1. The solution
for B can be performed using two triangular solve (TRSM) operations. The first solves the lower
triangular system of equations L×Y = P−1, in order to get Y. The second solves the upper
triangular sytem U×B = Y. Note that the first triangular solve with P−1 is not a full TRSM, since
nearly half of the resulting matrix is always zeros. This is the standard inversion in LAPACK

using the GETRI routine.
However, the above methodology is too generic and does not take advantage of the small

matrix sizes. Such a generic approach leads to four kernel launches on the GPU (LU factorization
of A, row interchanges of I, and two TRSM calls). The generic approach, thus, leads to redundant
memory traffic. We propose to use a fused approach where the factorization and inversion occur
in the same kernel. The kernel performs an LU factorization on the augmented N×2N matrix
[A | I], which is entirely stored on shared memory or registers. The factorization on the
augmented matrix implicitly computes the result of the first triangular solve, meaning that the
augmented matrix is overwritten by [LU | Y]. The only step left is to solve for the inverse
using U and Y.

4 Algorithmic Design

General Design Criteria: For all the designs discussed throughout the paper, each matrix
is factorized/inverted by exactly one thread block (TB). We launch as many TBs as the num-
ber of matrices. The grid of the kernel is, therefore, organized as a 1D array of TBs of size
batchCount. Each TB has a unique batchid. Another common design criteria is that each
matrix is read/written exactly once from/to the GPU global memory, leading to an optimal
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memory traffic. The entire matrix will be kept in a fast memory level (registers or shared
memory) throughout the lifetime of the TB assigned to it. Additionally, every kernel is written
using C++ templates, with the matrix size being a template parameter that has to be specified
during compile time. For such range of very small sizes, this is a crucial decision. It enables
unrolling every loop in the kernel, thus minimizing the cost of executing integer and branch
instructions. Finally, all kernels use unblocked computation, since the data is always access
through fast memory levels.

Thread Configuration: 1D vs. 2D: The configuration of TBs can be either 1D or 2D.
The 2D configuration simplifies the kernel design. For example, using an N×N threads, reading
and writing the matrix is done using exactly one line of code, since each thread reads/writes one
element. Similarly, the trailing matrix updates are fully parallelized among threads. However,
there are some reasons to reject the 2D configuration. The first is using heavyweight TBs,
in terms of the number of threads, which limits the ability of the CUDA runtime to schedule
multiple TBs per streaming multiprocessor (SM), leading to poor occupancy. Another reason
is the use of synchronization points. A 2D configuration certainly exceeds the warp size (32
threads) for most sizes, leading to necessary barriers whenever threads need to share data.
This is an advantage of the 1D configuration, which keeps the code free of any synchronization
points. Another advantage for the 1D configuration is that it assigns more work per thread,
which eventually leads to a better instruction-level parallelism.

To better justify our judgement, we conducted a performance experiment for both config-
urations, where the matrix is kept in shared memory. Figure 1 shows the results, where we
observe a clear advantage for the 1D configuration. We can observe huge speedups of at least
6× in single precision and 4× in double precision.

(a) Single precision (b) Double precision

Figure 1: Performance comparison between the 1D configuration and the 2D configuration of
the LU factorization kernel. Both kernels use shared memory. Results are for 1M matrices on
a Pascal P100 GPU.

Register file vs. Shared memory: Another design choice is to decide the storage
resources. Considering the small sizes of interest, the whole matrix can be stored either in
shared memory or in registers. Registers have faster acces time, but shared memory provides
more flexible access patterns. Storing the matrix in registers leads to each thread possessing
exactly one row of the matrix. If a thread wants to access a row that belongs to another thread,
it needs to either use shared memory or the warp shuffle operations. This is a typical case in
LU factorization, which relies on row interchanges for numerical stability. On the other hand,
if the matrix is stored in shared memory, every thread can access any element of the matrix,
and row swapping is easier to implement. However, shared memory is slower than registers and
have limited number of ports. In addition, the shared memory resources per SM (e.g. 64 KB
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Figure 1: Performance comparison between the 1D configuration and the 2D configuration of
the LU factorization kernel. Both kernels use shared memory. Results are for 1M matrices on
a Pascal P100 GPU.

Register file vs. Shared memory: Another design choice is to decide the storage
resources. Considering the small sizes of interest, the whole matrix can be stored either in
shared memory or in registers. Registers have faster acces time, but shared memory provides
more flexible access patterns. Storing the matrix in registers leads to each thread possessing
exactly one row of the matrix. If a thread wants to access a row that belongs to another thread,
it needs to either use shared memory or the warp shuffle operations. This is a typical case in
LU factorization, which relies on row interchanges for numerical stability. On the other hand,
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on a P100 GPU) are much less than the register resources (256 KB). Therefore, using shared
memory can limit the occupancy. To summarize, there is a clear tradeoff between using shared
memory and registers. We decided to develop both versions for benchmarking purposes.

Figure 2: Data exchange among 8 threads using butterfly warp shuffle operations.

Initial Designs: The shared memory version is relatively simpler than the register version.
The matrix is loaded into shared memory column-by-column to respect coalesced global memory
access. At iteration i, every thread searches for the maximum absolute value in the column
A(i:N,i). Recall that threads within a warp are implicitly synchronized, and so there is no
overhead of doing redundant work. After finding the pivot row, all threads collaboratively
perform the swapping. They read the row A(i,1:N) (one element per thread), and swap it
with the row A(max id,1:N), where max id is the ID of the pivot row. Only threads who have
thread IDs larger than i perform the trailing matrix updates, scaling the column A(i+1:N, i),
and updating the matrix A(i+1:N, i+1:N) column-by-column.

The register version mainly differs in finding the pivot row. This is because elements of the
same column belong to different threads. In order to perform this step, we use the butterfly
pattern of the warp shuffle operations, which performs the search in log2(N) steps. Figure 2
shows the data exchange pattern of the butterfly shuffle operation for a vector of length 8. At
the end of this step, all threads have individually determined the location of the pivot row. A
hardware limitation of this technique is that it has to involve a number of threads that is power
of 2. Another limitation is that the shuffle operations supports only 32-bit data exchange.
Other precisions have to be handled on the software level. Figure 3 shows a performance
comparison between the two design choices. While the shared memory version of the kernel is
partly competitive, it fails to keep up the performance as the sizes go up. This is due to the
limited shared memory resources compared to the size of the register file, which limits the kernel
occupancy. The register version has asymptotic speedups of about 60% in single precision and
70% in double precision. Eventually, our decision was to continue improvement of the register
version of the kernel.

5 Further Improvements

Tunable Concurrency: While the 1D configuration assigns more work per thread, the
next optimization controls the amount of work and the level of concurrency on the level of
TBs. The optimization is a generalization over the original design idea that assigns exactly
one matrix per TB. Instead, we adopt a new kernel structure that allows a TB to factorize
multiple matrices concurrently. The new TB configuration merges multiple TBs of the original
design, to eventually have a 2D configuration of that performs independent factorizations.
Figure 4 shows the new kernel structure, where a tuning parameter (nFTB) controls the number
of factorization per TB. The new kernel remains free of any synchronization barriers. The
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Figure 3: Performance comparison between performing the LU factorization in registers and in
shared memory. Both kernels use a 1D thread configuration. Results are for 1M matrices on a
P100 GPU.
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Figure 4: Structure of the GPU kernel using tunable concurrency.

motivation behind such structure is to improve the occupancy when the number of threads is
too low. We conducted an autotuning experiment that performs a full sweep over values of
nFTB from 1 to 16. We observed that after this range, there is no gain in performance. Figure 5
shows the performance gains obtained by having a tunable number of factorizations per TB. We
only show the final results of tuning nFTB, so that for each size, we choose the best performing
value. We observe significant performance gains for sizes up to 16. Afterwards, there is no gain
in performance. An explanation to such results is that our kernel uses a full warp for sizes 17
to 32 in order to use the butterfly shuffle operation. This also explains the performance drop
starting size 17, since we are using a full warp on a 17 × 17 matrix. On the other side, when
the sizes are within the range 1 to 16, the thread configuration is less than a warp, and so there
is room for more occupancy. The performance gain are about 2-3× against using a fixed nFTB
= 1.

Eliminating Intermediate Row Interchanges: The row swapping step in the LU

factorization is one of the most expensive steps in Algorithm 1. The main reason is that it has
zero arithmetic intensity, and is performed at every iteration of the algorithm (greedy swap).
We take advantage of the fact that the matrix is entirely factorized by one TB that has access
to all its rows. Instead of performing a swap at each iteration using shuffle operations, each
thread keeps track whether its row has been pivoted, so that only threads with non-pivoted rows
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Figure 2: Data exchange among 8 threads using butterfly warp shuffle operations.
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one matrix per TB. Instead, we adopt a new kernel structure that allows a TB to factorize
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motivation behind such structure is to improve the occupancy when the number of threads is
too low. We conducted an autotuning experiment that performs a full sweep over values of
nFTB from 1 to 16. We observed that after this range, there is no gain in performance. Figure 5
shows the performance gains obtained by having a tunable number of factorizations per TB. We
only show the final results of tuning nFTB, so that for each size, we choose the best performing
value. We observe significant performance gains for sizes up to 16. Afterwards, there is no gain
in performance. An explanation to such results is that our kernel uses a full warp for sizes 17
to 32 in order to use the butterfly shuffle operation. This also explains the performance drop
starting size 17, since we are using a full warp on a 17 × 17 matrix. On the other side, when
the sizes are within the range 1 to 16, the thread configuration is less than a warp, and so there
is room for more occupancy. The performance gain are about 2-3× against using a fixed nFTB
= 1.

Eliminating Intermediate Row Interchanges: The row swapping step in the LU

factorization is one of the most expensive steps in Algorithm 1. The main reason is that it has
zero arithmetic intensity, and is performed at every iteration of the algorithm (greedy swap).
We take advantage of the fact that the matrix is entirely factorized by one TB that has access
to all its rows. Instead of performing a swap at each iteration using shuffle operations, each
thread keeps track whether its row has been pivoted, so that only threads with non-pivoted rows
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Figure 5: Performance gains obtained by tuning nFTB. Results are for 1M matrices on a P100
GPU.

perform the trailing matrix updates and search for new pivots in the next factorization step.
Figure 6 shows the difference between the update steps in both cases. When the factorization
is done, each thread knows the final destination of its row and writes it directly into global
memory (lazy swap). Figure 7 shows the performance gains obtained by using the lazy swap
technique.

Figure 6: Trailing matrix updates in LU factorization with/without swapping.

(a) Single precision (b) Double precision

Figure 7: Performance gains obtained by adopting a lazy swap technique. Results are for 1M
matrices on a P100 GPU.

Final Performance for LU factorization: Figure 8 shows the final performance of
the LU factorization against state-of-the-art vendor libraries. Results are shown on a Pascal
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P100 GPU against the batched LU factorization from CUBLAS (CUDA 8.0), as well as against
running the Intel MKL library on top of OpenMP on a 20-core Haswell machine (E5-2650 v3).
In single precision, MAGMA is at least 19× faster than MKL+OpenMP, and achieves speedups
between 1.4−5.1× against CUBLAS. In double precision, MAGMA speedups against the CPU
solution is asymptotically 14× and goes up to more than 40×. Against CUBLAS, MAGMA is
faster by factors of 1.7− 6×.

(a) Single precision (b) Double precision

Figure 8: Final performance of the LU factorization. Results are for 1M matrices on a P100
GPU.

6 Computing the Matrix Inverse

As mentioned before, the matrix inversion is performed using LU factorization of the augmented
matrix [A | I], and performing a triangular solve with respect to the upper triangular factor
U. We leverage everything we learned from the LU factorization kernel and use it in the matrix
inversion kernel. One property that affects the inversion is the absence of intermediate row
interchanges. Since we are using a lazy swapping technique, the LU factorization overwrites
the identity matrix part with a unit lower triangular matrix (AiL). The inversion kernel takes
advantage of such property while performing the trailing matrix updates. The lower triangular
part of the correct inverse (BL) can be obtained be performing column interchanges on AiL that
reflects the pivot selections of the factorization.

We found out that using an N×2N register file is too much per TB and results in low
occupancy for larger sizes. Instead, we use an N×N register file to perform the factorization,
and overwrite the lower triangular factor L with AiL. We write the matrix [AiL\U] into shared
memory after recovering all the required row interchanges. We then extract AiL back intro
registers so that each thread has one column. This enables all thread to work independently on
the second TRSM. Finally, the result of the second solve goes through some column interchanges
(using shared memory) to recover the final correct inverse.

According to the LAPACK working notes [2], the LU factorization (GETRF) costs (2N
3

3 − N2

2 +
5N
6 ) FLOPS. While performing two triangular solves following an LU factorization (GETRS) would
cost (2N3 −N2) FLOPs, performing the matrix inversion (GETRI), which takes into account the

shape of the first solve, costs less FLOPs ( 4N
3

3 −N2 + 5N
3 ). We report our performance results

in this section based on the more accurate formula, which sums the FLOPs of GETRF and GETRI,

resulting in a total of (2N3 − 3N2

2 + 15N
6 ) FLOPs.

Figure 9 shows the performance of the batched matrix inversion kernel. We compare the per-
formance of the proposed kernel against the batched inversion kernel provided by CUBLAS, as
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running the Intel MKL library on top of OpenMP on a 20-core Haswell machine (E5-2650 v3).
In single precision, MAGMA is at least 19× faster than MKL+OpenMP, and achieves speedups
between 1.4−5.1× against CUBLAS. In double precision, MAGMA speedups against the CPU
solution is asymptotically 14× and goes up to more than 40×. Against CUBLAS, MAGMA is
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inversion kernel. One property that affects the inversion is the absence of intermediate row
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advantage of such property while performing the trailing matrix updates. The lower triangular
part of the correct inverse (BL) can be obtained be performing column interchanges on AiL that
reflects the pivot selections of the factorization.

We found out that using an N×2N register file is too much per TB and results in low
occupancy for larger sizes. Instead, we use an N×N register file to perform the factorization,
and overwrite the lower triangular factor L with AiL. We write the matrix [AiL\U] into shared
memory after recovering all the required row interchanges. We then extract AiL back intro
registers so that each thread has one column. This enables all thread to work independently on
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(using shared memory) to recover the final correct inverse.
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(a) Single precision (b) Double precision

Figure 9: Final performance of the batched matrix inversion. Results are for 1M matrices on a
P100 GPU.

well as against MKL running on top of OpenMP. The figure shows that MAGMA is significantly
faster than CUBLAS, scoring speedups between 4.3 − 16.8× in single precision, and between
3.4 − 14.3× in double precision. If we compare the performance against MKL+OpenMP, we
find out that MAGMA scores minimum speedups of 17.3× and 11.4× in single and double
precisions, respectively. The speedups exceed 100× for sizes less than 14.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presented optimized GPU kernels for batched LU factorization and inversion. The
kernels are designed specifically for very small sizes. High performance is achieved using opti-
mization techniques different from those used for large matrices. The proposed work is of great
importance for scientific applications, including astronomy, sparse multifrontal solvers, and pre-
conditioners. Future directions include studying other algorithms of interest to the scientific
community, and designing an autotuning framework for such kernels.
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